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Nonsingular black holes in Palatini extensions of
General Relativity
Gonzalo J. Olmo
Abstract An introduction to extended theories of gravity formulated in metric-affine
(or Palatini) spaces is presented. Focusing on spherically symmetric configurations
with electric fields, we will see that in these theories the central singularity present
in General Relativity is generically replaced by a wormhole structure. The resulting
space-time becomes geodesically complete and, therefore, can be regarded as non-
singular. We illustrate these properties considering two different models, namely, a
quadratic f (R) theory and a Born-Infeld like gravity theory.
1 Introduction
Shortly after the publication of Einstein’s equations for the gravitational field, Karl
Schwarzschild found an exact solution describing the vacuum region surrounding a
spherical body of mass M. The line element characterizing this space-time takes the
form
ds2 =−
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 + 1(
1− 2M
r
)dr2 + r2dΩ 2 (1)
where r is the radial coordinate and dΩ 2 ≡ dθ 2 + sinθ 2dϕ2 represents the spher-
ical sector. Given the smallness of the quantity rS ≡ 2M, which for a star like the
sun is about rS ∼ 3km, and the limited astrophysical knowledge about compact ob-
jects at that time, this line element was thought to be physically meaningful only in
the exterior regions of stars. With the discovery of neutron stars, the physical exis-
tence of ultra compact objects was reconsidered and in the 1960’s it was understood
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that geometries such as Schwarzschild’s could be a physical reality. In fact, using
powerful mathematical techniques it was concluded that under reasonable condi-
tions, complete gravitational collapse is unavoidable for sufficiently massive objects
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Black holes, therefore, are an important prediction of Einstein’s theory
of General Relativity (GR).
The existence of black holes has a deep impact for the theoretical consistency of
GR. In fact, given that the laws of Physics as we know them are defined on top of
a dynamical geometry, the space-time, if the geometry becomes ill defined at some
event then our ability to describe physical phenomena and make predictions will be
seriously affected [6]. This is precisely what happens in the interior of black holes.
In the Schwarzschild case, for instance, any observer within the region r < rS is
forced to travel towards decreasing values of r, being r = 0 reached in a finite proper
time [7]. At that location, curvature scalars diverge and gravitational forces are so
strong that any extended body is instantaneously crushed to zero volume. Thus, any
observer reaching r = 0 is destroyed and disappears together with its ability to de-
scribe the physical processes taking place in that region. Under this circumstance, it
is typically stated that the Schwarzschild black hole contains a singularity or that it
describes a singular space-time.
The notion of singularity is a very elusive concept, though [8]. The Schwarzschild
example suggests that curvature divergences can somehow be regarded as a signa-
ture of their existence. However, if one takes a space-time such as Minkowski and
artificially removes a portion of it, any observer or signal that propagates through it
and reaches the boundary of the removed portion simply vanishes there, as there is
nowhere to go beyond that boundary. One can also find observer trajectories which
intersect this boundary in their past, suggesting that they came into existence out
of the blue. The potential creation and/or destruction of physical observers and/or
light signals in a given space-time is thus fundamental to determine if an appropri-
ate physical description is possible or not. For this reason, for the characterization
of singular space-times one should not focus on the potential existence of infinities
in the gravitational fields, which are absent in the amputated Minkowskian exam-
ple, but rather one should be worried about the existence of physical observers at all
times.
Following this line of reasoning, it is generally stated that a singular space-time
is one in which there exist incomplete timelike and/or null geodesics, i.e., geodesics
which cannot be extended to arbitrary values of their affine parameter in the past or
in the future [9, 10, 11] (see also [12] for a more recent discussion of this point and
references). Note, in this sense, that observers are identified with geodesic curves.
The incompleteness of geodesics, therefore, hinges in the fact that in order to be
able to provide a reliable description of phenomena on a given space-time, physical
observers and/or signals should never be created or destroyed, i.e., their existence
should be unrestricted along their worldline. The presence of curvature divergences
is thus irrelevant for the determination of whether a space-time is singular or not:
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the potential suffering of observers due to intense tidal forces is not comparable to
the importance of their very existence.
The fact that the Schwarzschild solution, as well as all other black hole solu-
tions known to date, represent geodesically incomplete space-times is thus a serious
conceptual limitation of GR. Improvements in the theory are thus necessary, which
has motivated different approaches to the problem of singularities. Some of those
are based on the idea of bounded curvature scalars [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] which,
however, is logically unrelated to the notion of geodesic completeness.
In these lectures we will be dealing with certain (classical) extensions of GR in
which simple non-rotating black hole solutions which are geodesically complete,
and hence nonsingular, are possible. The approach presented here does not follow
the intuitive and widespread idea that to get a nonsingular theory one should keep
curvature scalars bounded. In our case, curvature divergences do arise in some re-
gions but their presence is not an obstacle to have complete geodesic paths1 [19].
Making a long story short, this is accomplished by the replacement of the black hole
center by a wormhole [20, 21]. Unlike the case of GR, in our approach one does not
need exotic matter sources to generate the wormhole. Rather, a simple free electric
field will be able to do the job. Also, our geometries are not designed a priori but,
rather, follow directly by integrating the field equations once the matter fields are
specified. It is in this sense that these wormholes are more natural than those typ-
ically discussed in the context of GR, where one first defines the metric and then
obtains the necessary stress-energy tensor by plugging it in Einstein’s equations.
It is worth noting at this point that the use of nontrivial topologies (wormholes)
in combination with self-gravitating free fields as a way to cure space-time singu-
larities was suggested long ago by J.A. Wheeler [22]. We will see that our solu-
tions represent an explicit example of geons in Wheeler’s sense [23, 24] and, as
such, avoid the well-known problem of the sources [25] that one finds in GR for the
Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes, for instance.
The content is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 our geometrical scenario is intro-
duced, making emphasis on the importance of understanding gravitation as a ge-
ometric phenomenon and geometry as an issue of metrics and connections, i.e.,
as something else than a theory of just metrics. Once the fundamental notions of
metric-affine geometry have been presented, in Sec. 3 we work out the field equa-
tions of GR a` la Palatini, and in Sec. 4 we do the same for two models of interest,
namely, a quadratic f (R) theory and a Born-Infeld-like gravity theory. The first ex-
ample appears naturally in that quadratic corrections in curvature are common to
many different approaches to quantum and non-quantum extensions of GR. The
simplicity of this model comes at the price of introducing a nonlinear theory of
electrodynamics as matter source in order to obtain the desired effects in the equa-
tions. The Born-Infeld case, on the contrary, can be easily combined with a standard
1 This provides a counterexample to the correlation typically observed in GR between space-times
with incomplete geodesics and which contain curvature divergences.
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Maxwell electric field. In both cases, exact analytical black hole solutions can be
found, which allows us to explore the behavior of geodesics in both geometries in
detail. The equations governing black hole structure are derived in a generic form in
Sec. 5 and applied to the gravitational Born-Infeld model in Sec.6 and to the f (R)
model in Sec. 7. The study of geodesics appears in Sec. 8. We conclude in Sec. 9
with a brief summary and discussion of the results.
2 Basic framework: metric-affine gravity.
In elementary courses on gravitation [7] one learns that general covariance is ac-
complished by replacing flat Minkowskian derivatives ∂µ by covariant derivatives
∇µ , whose action on vector components (for instance) is of the form ∇µAν =
∂µAν −Γ λµνAλ . Here Γ λµν is the so-called Levi-Civita connection, which is defined
as
Γ λµν =
gλ ρ
2
[
∂µgρν + ∂νgρµ − ∂ρgµν
]
, (2)
with gµν representing the space-time metric. The connection has a non-tensorial
transformation law which compensates the action of ∂µ in such a way that ∇µ Aν
transforms as a tensor under arbitrary changes of coordinates. With the connection
one defines the Riemann curvature tensor as
Rα β µν = ∂µΓ ανβ − ∂νΓ αµβ +Γ κνβΓ αµκ −Γ κµβΓ ανκ , (3)
and Einstein’s equations take the form
Rβ ν −
1
2
gβ νR = κ2Tβ ν , (4)
where Rβ ν = Rλ β λ ν is the Ricci tensor, R = gµνRµν the Ricci curvature scalar, Tβ ν
the stress-energy tensor of the matter, and κ2 = 8piG/c4. Written in this form, GR
is a theory based on the metric tensor gµν as the field that describes gravitational
interactions.
Interestingly, at the time Einstein formulated GR, the theory of affine connections
had not been developed yet. Only Riemannian geometry, based on the metric ten-
sor, was available to implement his idea of gravitation as a geometric phenomenon.
Einstein’s theory boosted the interest of mathematicians on differential geometry,
giving rise to the study of non-Riemannian spaces [26]. It was then established that
general covariance could be implemented without defining a metric structure. This
is so because the non-tensorial transformation law of the connection is a property
that does not depend on the particular form of the connection, i.e., it is independent
of the definition (2). As a consequence, the Riemann curvature tensor (3) can be
defined without referring it to a metric.
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This point is very important because it opens a whole new range of possibilities
to implement the idea of gravitation as a geometric phenomenon. Is the space-time
geometry Riemannian? It is rather apparent that the Euclidean space of Newtonian
mechanics is not appropriate to describe relativistic phenomena, but that does not
lead uniquely to the Riemannian case (the metric as the foundation of all). Whether
the space-time geometry is Riemannian or not is a fundamental question that must
be answered by experiments, as Einstein himself stated [27]. We must, obviously,
admit that the Riemannian description of GR is very successful at the length scales
and energies accessible in laboratory and the Solar system (as well as in other sys-
tems whose orbital motions are well understood) [28]. However, there is still a broad
range of energies and length scales that lie beyond direct experimental scrutiny. De-
manding that the Riemannian condition (2) , or ∇µgαβ = 0, be satisfied at all scales
might be an excessive assumption/constraint.
Aside from the purely theoretical interest in non-Riemannian geometries, there
are other reasons to explore the effects that independent metric and affine degrees
of freedom could have in gravitation. It turns out that in continuous systems with
an ordered microstructure, such as in Bravais crystals or materials as popular as
graphene, one needs a metric-affine geometry in order to correctly describe macro-
scopic properties like viscosity or plasticity [29, 30]. These properties are intimately
related with the existence of defects in the microstructure. And these defects are re-
sponsible for the independence between metric and affine degrees of freedom. For
instance, in a crystal without defects, one can introduce a notion of distance (metric-
ity) by counting atoms along crystalographic directions (a special set of directions
in the structure which minimize distances) [29, 31, 32, 33, 34]. However, if there
exist point defects such as missing atoms, the microscopic process of step counting
breaks down and the idea of metricity cannot be translated to the continuum in any
natural way.
The microscopic notion of distance can be extended to the continuum by defining
an auxiliary or idealized structure without defects in which the step-counting pro-
cedure is naturally implemented. Physical distances can be defined once the density
of defects is known, which allows to establish a correspondence between the ide-
alized structure and the physical one. The idealized crystalographic directions need
not coincide everywhere with the directions that minimize physical distances, which
implies that the physical metric gαβ is not conserved along the idealized paths, i.e.,
∇(Γ )µ gαβ 6= 0, where Γ is the connection associated to the auxiliary metric. The
quantity Qµαβ ≡∇(Γ )µ gαβ , known as non-metricity tensor, then plays a relevant role
in the physical description of the continuized system.
Another interesting geometric structure arises when there exist dislocations (one-
dimensional defects). It is well-known that dislocations are the discrete version of
torsion [35, 36]. Crystals with a certain density of dislocations, therefore, lead to ef-
fective geometries with a metric and a non-symmetric connection, which is related
to the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity [30]. Given that point defects (vacancies
and intersticials) can interact with dislocations (creating and/or destroying them),
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a complete theory should have into account the metric, the non-metricity tensor,
and the torsion. If the space-time had a microstructure with defects, such as that
suggested by the notion of space-time foam, the continuum that we perceive could
require geometric structures beyond those typically considered in Einstein’s theory
of gravity [37, 38, 39].
It is for the above simple reasons that we are going to explore several examples of
theories of gravity assuming that metric and connection are equally fundamental and
a priori independent fields. Imposing a principle of democracy, we will derive the
equations governing the metric and the connection from an action, without imposing
any a priori constraint between them. The field equations should determine how
metric and affine degrees of freedom interact between them and with the matter
fields.
3 General Relativity a` la Palatini
To begin with, it is useful to consider the metric-affine or Palatini version of GR
[40]. The action functional for the Einstein-Palatini theory can be written as
S = 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−ggµνRµν(Γ )+ Sm(gµν ,ψ) , (5)
where Rµν(Γ ) = Rα µαν is defined in terms of a connection which is a priori inde-
pendent of the metric gµν , Sm represents the matter action, and ψ denotes collec-
tively the matter fields2.
Variation of the action with respect to the (inverse) metric and the connection
leads to
δS= 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
[(
Rµν (Γ )− 12gµνg
αβ Rαβ (Γ )−κ2Tµν
)
δgµν + gµνδRµν
]
,
(6)
where
δRµν = ∇λ
(
δΓ λνµ
)
−∇ν
(
δΓ λλ µ
)
+ 2SρανδΓ αρµ , (7)
and Sραν ≡ 12
(
Γ ραν −Γ ρνα
)
is the torsion tensor. For simplicity, in the following
derivations we will skip all torsional terms3. After elementary manipulations, and
2 For simplicity, in the matter action we have only assumed a dependence on the metric. This
prescription is compatible with the experimental evidence on the Einstein equivalence principle
[28]. However, dependence on the connection should also be allowed to explore its phenomenology
in regimes not yet accessed experimentally. The coupling of fermions to gravity, whose spin may
source the torsion tensor (antisymmetric part of the connection), is a particular case of interest
which has been considered explicitly in supergravity theories and in the Einstein-Cartan theory
[25], for example.
3 We do this to focus our attention on the symmetric part of the connection but we do admit the
possibility of having an antisymmetric part because fermions do exist in Nature. Note in this sense
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knowing that ∇µ(
√−gJµ) = ∂µ(√−gJµ)+ 2Sλλ µ(
√−gJµ), Eq.(6) turns into
δS = 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
[(
Rµν(Γ )− 12gµνg
αβ Rαβ (Γ )−κ2Tµν
)
δgµν
+
(−∇λ (√−ggµν)+ δ µλ ∇ρ (√−ggρν))δΓ λµν] . (8)
The field equations are obtained by setting to zero the coefficients multiplying the
independent variations δgµν and δΓ λµν , which yields
Rµν(Γ )− 12 gµνg
αβ Rαβ (Γ ) = κ2Tµν (9)
−∇λ
(√−ggµν)+ δ µλ ∇ρ (√−ggρν) = 0 . (10)
Contracting the indices µ and λ in (10) one finds that ∇ρ (√−ggρν) = 0, which
turns that equation into
∇λ
(√−ggµν)= 0 . (11)
Writting this equation explicitly, we get
gµν∂λ
√−g+√−g∂λ gµν +
√−g[−Γ ααλ gµν +Γ µλ αgαν +Γ νλ αgαµ]= 0 , (12)
and contracting with gµν we find that Γ ααµ = ∂µ ln
√−g, where the relation gµν∂λ gµν =
−2∂λ ln
√−g has been used. Inserting this result in (12), one finds that (11) is equiv-
alent to ∇λ gµν = 0. Given that gµρ gρν = δ νµ , one readily verifies that ∇λ gµν = 0
also implies ∇λ gµν = 0. This last relation can be used to obtain the form of Γ αµν as a
function of the metric and its first derivatives by just using algebraic manipulations
[42]. The result is simply that Γ αµν boils down to the Levi-Civita connection defined
in (2). As a consequence, the Ricci tensor Rµν(Γ ) turns into the Ricci tensor of the
metric gµν and (9) coincides with the Einstein equations (4).
In summary, the Einstein-Palatini action exactly recovers Einstein’s equations (in
the torsionless case) and implies that the geometry is Riemannian without the need
of imposing the compatibility condition ∇λ gµν = 0 as an input.
It is important to remark at this point that the constraint ∇λ gµν = 0 between
metric and connection is a property that belongs naturally to the Einstein-Palatini
theory but which is not a priori guaranteed in other theories. Nonetheless, in most
of the literature on extended theories of gravity it has been implicitly assumed as
true, forcing the geometry to be Riemannian from the onset (see, however, [43] for a
review on Palatini gravity). We will see in the following that relaxing this constraint
and allowing the theory to determine the form of the connection from a variational
principle, the compatibility between metric and connection is generically lost. The
implications of this will be nontrivial, providing new phenomenology that will be
relevant in the study of black hole interiors.
that, in general, assuming a symmetric connection before performing the variations or setting it to
zero after the field equations have been obtained are inequivalent procedures. A detailed discussion
with concrete examples can be found in [41].
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4 Beyond GR
Considering extensions of GR to address questions concerning high and very high
energies one naturally finds the possibility of adding quadratic and/or higher order
curvature corrections in the gravitational Lagrangian. Such corrections arise when
one considers quantum fields propagating in curved space-times [44, 45], in the low-
energy limits of string theories [25], and in effective field theory or phenomenologi-
cal approaches [46, 47]. Theories such as R+λ R2+γRµνRµν +β Rα β µνRα β µν , for
instance, have been typically considered in the literature on the early universe and
in black hole scenarios [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. The Riemann-
squared dependence is typically removed because it can be combined with the other
quadratic terms to give the so-called Gauss-Bonnet term, which does not contribute
to the field equations and simply redefines the coefficients λ and γ .
The standard argument is that high-order curvature corrections could capture
some relevant new physics beyond the range of applicability of GR but below the
full quantum gravity regime. Given the higher-order character of the resulting field
equations, analytical solutions are hard to find in general. Numerical solutions do
exist and regular cases (in the sense of bounded curvature scalars [14]) have been
found for static black hole configurations [60] coupled to nonlinear theories of elec-
trodynamics using perturbative methods.
The extensive literature existing on the metric (or Riemannian) formulation of
quadratic gravity contrasts with the little attention received by its metric-affine coun-
terpart. Interestingly, through recent work carried out in the last years, it has been
established that in the Palatini version of those theories one always finds analytical
solutions [61, 62, 63]. In the following we will study the field equations of models
similar to the quadratic theory mentioned above but formulated in the Palatini ap-
proach. We will then focus on spherically symmetric configurations in which new
black hole solutions can be found.
4.1 f (R) theories
The derivation of the field equations for theories of the f (R) type, where f repre-
sents a certain function of the Ricci scalar4 R = gµνRµν(Γ ), is straightforward and
follows essentially the same steps as in the case of GR presented in Sec. 3. Variation
of the action leads to the equations (see, for instance, [42, 43] for details)
fRRµν(Γ )− 12gµν f (R) = κ
2Tµν (13)
4 The typography R is used here to emphasize that this scalar is built by combining the metric gµν
with the Ricci tensor of a connection Γ αµν whose relation with gµν is a priori unknown. Whenever
Γ αµν be defined in terms of a metric kµν , then we will use the notation R(k) = kµν Rµν (k).
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−∇λ
(√−g fRgµν)+ δ µλ ∇ρ (√−g fRgρν) = 0 , (14)
where we denote fR ≡ d f/dR. Manipulating the connection equation (14), one
finds that it can be reduced to
∇λ
(√−g fRgµν)= 0 . (15)
Before proceeding with further manipulations, it is important to interpret this equa-
tion in combination with (13). At first sight, one may think that (15) contains up
to second order derivatives of the connection because fR is being acted upon by a
derivative operator and it already contains first-order derivatives of Γ αµν via its de-
pendence on R. However, taking the trace of (13) with gµν , one finds the important
relation
R fR − 2 f = κ2T , (16)
which establishes an algebraic relation between R and T , generalizing in this way
the case R = −κ2T to nonlinear Lagrangians. This allows us to reinterpret (15) as
an equation in which the independent connection Γ αµν satisfies an algebraic linear
equation which involves the matter fields through the function fR and the metric.
A solution to this equation can be obtained [64] by considering the existence
of a rank-two tensor hµν such that
√−g fRgµν can be written as
√−hhµν . With
this identification, Eq. (15) turns into ∇µ(
√−hhαβ ) = 0, with hµν = fRgµν , and
the solution can be obtained in much the same way as in the GR case (see the
manipulations following Eq.(11)). As a result, we find that Γ αµν can be written as the
Levi-Civita connection of the auxiliary metric hµν , i.e.,
Γ λµν =
hλ ρ
2
[
∂µhρν + ∂νhρµ − ∂ρhµν
]
. (17)
This result is valid for any Palatini theory of the f (R) type, including GR.
We now turn our attention to the metric field equations (13), which contains
elements referred to the metric gµν and others, like Rµν(Γ ), that depend on hµν .
Given that gµν = (1/ fR)hµν are conformally related, one can express Rµν(Γ ) in
terms of Rµν(g) and derivatives of fR using well-known formulas [65, 66] (see,
for instance, Appendix D in Wald’s book [11]). Another possibility is to express
everything in terms of hµν . This is the approach we will follow because it leads to a
very compact expression of the form
Rµ ν(h) =
κ2
f 2
R
[ f
2κ2 δ
µ
ν +T µ ν
]
, (18)
where Rµ ν(h) = hµλ Rλ ν(h) and T µ ν = gµλ Tλ ν . Written in this form, it is apparent
that the auxiliary metric hµν satisfies a set of second-order equations with a structure
very similar to that found in GR. In fact, on the left-hand side we find a second-
order differential operator acting on hµν , whereas on the right-hand side we have
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the matter, represented by Tµ ν and by f and fR , which are both functions of the
trace T of Tµ ν .
With the equations written in this form, one may try to solve for hµν and then ob-
tain gµν by just using the conformal relation gµν = (1/ fR)hµν . This strategy might
not always be straightforward, but will be very useful in the cases we will be dealing
with.
To conclude with the discussion of f (R) theories, it is important to consider the
vacuum solutions. Such solutions correspond to the case in which Tµ ν = 0, which
implies T = 0. As a result, the algebraic equation (16) implies R = Rvac, where
Rvac is some constant which may depend on the parameters that characterize the
specific f (R) Lagrangian chosen (obviously, some models may yield more than one
solution and the good ones should be selected on physically reasonable grounds). A
constant R implies that any function of R is also a constant. A direct consequence
of this is that the conformal factor relating gµν and hµν can be absorbed into an
irrelevant redefinition of units, making the two metrics coincide. This means that
in vacuum the connection (17) boils down to the Levi-Civita connection of gµν .
Also, the metric field equations (18) recover the equations of GR in vacuum, with
an effective cosmological constant. All this implies that the vacuum solutions of the
theory are exactly the same as those appearing in vacuum GR (although different
boundary conditions may apply). Therefore, in order to explore new physics beyond
GR, one must consider explicitly the presence of matter sources. In this sense, we
note that though the Schwarzschild solution is a mathematically acceptable solution
of all Palatini f (R) theories in vacuum, one should carefully consider the boundary
conditions necessary to match that solution with the solution in the region containing
the sources. The intuitive view that a delta-like distribution at the center is valid
is not guaranteed here, as some models exhibit upper bounds for the density and
pressure [64, 67]. For this reason, vacuum solutions must be handled with care, and
non-vacuum solutions should be explored to gain insight on the properties of these
theories.
4.2 Born-Infeld gravity
The Born-Infeld gravity model is defined by means of the following action
S = 1
κ2ε
∫
d4x
[√
−|gµν + εRµν |−λ
√
−|gµν |
]
+ Sm[gµν ,ψ ] , (19)
where vertical bars inside the square-root denote the determinant of that quantity,
and ε is a small parameter with dimensions of length squared. This model was first
consider in metric formalism [68], where the model suffers from a ghost instability
due to its nonlinear dependence on the Ricci tensor. In [69], the theory was stud-
ied within the Palatini formalism, finding that in that approach the ghost is avoided.
The phenomenological consequences of this theory have since then been extensively
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explored in cosmology [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80], astrophysics
[81, 82], stellar structure [84, 85, 86, 87, 83, 88, 89, 90], the problem of cosmic
singularities [91, 92], black holes [93, 94], and wormhole physics [95, 96, 97, 98],
among many others. Extensions of the original formulation have also been consid-
ered [99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114].
In the limit ε → 0, this action recovers the quadratic5 gravity theory mentioned
at the beginning of this section with specific coefficients in front of R2 and RµνRµν
[94]. The parameter λ is related to the cosmological constant, which vanishes if
λ = 1. From now on we will set λ = 1 for simplicity. Higher-order contractions of
the Ricci tensor arise as higher-order corrections in ε are considered.
The derivation of the field equations is straightforward if one introduces the def-
inition
hµν = gµν + εRµν , (20)
which allows to express the action (19) in the more compact form
S = 1
κ2ε
∫
d4x
[√
−h−√−g
]
+ Sm[gµν ,ψ ] . (21)
Variation of the action with respect to metric and connection[94, 99] leads to
√
−hhµν −√−ggµν = −ε√−gκ2T µν (22)
∇µ(
√
−hhαβ ) = 0 (23)
It is clear from (23) that one can formally solve for the connection as the Levi-Civita
connection of the auxiliary metric hµν . Accepting that possibility, then we find that
on the right-hand side of our original definition (20) the Ricci tensor contains up to
second-order derivatives of hµν . This simply indicates that to obtain hµν we need
to solve some differential equations which involve gµν and Rµν(h) . In order to be
able to do it, we must first find the relation that exists between hµν and the pair
(gµν ,Tµν ). This relation is determined by Eq. (22). In fact, assuming that hµν and
gµν are related by some deformation matrix in the form
hµν = gµα Ω α ν , hµν = (Ω−1)µ α g
αν , (24)
then we can write (22) as√
|Ω |(Ω−1)µ ν = δ µ ν − εκ2T µ ν . (25)
This equation tells us that the deformation that relates hµν with gµν is determined
by the local distribution of energy-momentum. This is similar to what we already
5 As mentioned before, in the quadratic theory the dependence on the Riemann squared term can
be eliminated by a simple redefinition of the coefficients in front of R2 and Rµν Rµν . It is this Ricci-
dependent theory which is recovered from the Born-Infeld action. We also note that the Ricci tensor
in the action is symmetric. Though this is not obvious a priori, it can be shown that it is indeed
true when torsion is set to zero at the level of the field equations [41].
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observed in the case of f (R) theories, where the conformal factor relating the met-
rics was a function of the trace of Tµ ν [see Eq.(16)]. Note also that for this model
the explicit form of Ω α ν is
Ω α ν = δ α ν + εgαβ Rβ ν(h) . (26)
Eq.(25) is thus telling us that the object gαβ Rβ ν(h), which is a hybrid tensor that
mixes gαβ with hµν , is an algebraic function of the stress-energy tensor T µ ν . This
is analogous to the relation between the scalar quantities R and T in the f (R) case.
Having established the explicit relation between hµν and gµν , we can now go
back to (20) and write an equation for hµν and the matter. With a bit of algebra, one
finds that the corresponding equations can be written as
Rµν (h) =
κ2√|Ω |
[√|Ω |−λ
κ2ε
δ µ ν +T µ ν
]
. (27)
The structure of these equations is very similar to that found in the case of f (R)
theories, with the Ricci tensor of the metric hµν on the left-hand side and functions
of the matter fields on the right. We will see that in some cases of interest it will be
possible to solve for hµν and then use (24) to obtain gµν .
We also note here that the vacuum solutions of this model recover the field equa-
tions of vacuum GR. This is clearly seen from Eq.(20), which in vacuum implies
that the matrix Ωµ α is a constant times the identity (when λ = 1, this constant is
just unity). As a result the two metrics are physically equivalent and one recovers
the equations of vacuum GR. The exploration of new physics should thus be carried
out considering explicitly the presence of matter sources.
4.3 Generic field equations
The field equations obtained in the previous subsections for two different types of
gravity models suggests that there exists a basic structure for the field equations in
Palatini theories. This similarity is even more transparent when one realizes that the
gravity Lagrangian in the case of f (R) theories is LG = f (R)/2κ2 and in the Born-
Infeld case, LG =
√
|Ω |−λ
κ2ε
. Moreover, in the f (R) theories, the conformal relation
between the metrics can be seen as a particular case in which Ωµ ν = fRδµ ν . This
allows us to express the field equations in the generic form
Rµ ν(h) =
κ2√
|Ω | [LGδ
µ
ν +T µ ν ] , (28)
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with Ωµ ν representing the relations (24), and the explicit dependence of Ω µ ν with
the matter fields determined by the field equations of the specific theory. With formal
manipulations, it is possible to show that this representation of the field equations
in terms of the auxiliary metric hµν is indeed correct for large families of theories
of gravity in which LG is just a functional of the inverse metric gµν and the Ricci
tensor of an independent connection [113, 115] (when torsion is set to zero at the
end of the variation). In vacuum configurations, the field equations recover GR plus
an effective cosmological constant.
For convenience, we will use the generic equations (28) to obtain formal ex-
pressions for the solutions of static, spherically symmetric configurations in which
the stress-energy tensor possesses certain algebraic properties. These formal expres-
sions will then be particularized to specific gravity plus matter models.
5 Static, spherically symmetric solutions
In this section we will be concerned with stress-energy tensors with a specific alge-
braic structure, namely
T µ ν =
(
T+ ˆI2×2 ˆO
ˆO T− ˆI2×2
)
, (29)
where T± are some functions of the space-time coordinates, ˆI2×2 is the 2×2 identity
matrix, and ˆO is the 2× 2 zero matrix. Examples of stress-energy tensors with this
structure arise in the case of electric fields and also for certain anisotropic fluids.
The extension to higher-dimensions is straightforward using similar notation (see
for instance [115, 116]).
Given that the deformation matrix Ω µ ν will be determined by the stress-energy
tensor, we may assume that it also has a similar algebraic structure, i.e., we can take
Ω µ ν =
(
Ω+ ˆI2×2 ˆO
ˆO Ω− ˆI2×2
)
, (30)
where Ω± are given functions that should be provided by the field equations of the
specific model considered. This point has been verified in several models explicitly
and, therefore, appears as a reasonable assumption to proceed in a formal manner.
With the above assumptions, we find that the field equations (28) become
Rµ ν(h) =
κ2√
|Ω |
(
(LG +T+) ˆI2×2 ˆO
ˆO (LG +T−) ˆI2×2
)
. (31)
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Now we need to focus on the form of the left-hand side to proceed further. For static,
spherically symmetric configurations, we can take the line element of the space-time
metric gµν as
ds2 = gab(x0,x1)dxadxb + r2(x0,x1)(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2) , (32)
where (x0,x1) represent the coordinates of the 2× 2 sector orthogonal to the 2-
spheres. Analogously, one can define a line element for the auxiliary metric hµν of
the form
ds˜2 = hab(x0,x1)dxadxb + r˜2(x0,x1)(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (33)
Using the generic relations (24) between hµν and gµν together with (30), one finds
that
hab = Ω+gab (34)
r˜2 = Ω−r2 . (35)
For static configurations, we further specify the form of hµν as follows:
ds˜2 =−A(x)e2Φ(x)dt2 + 1
A(x)
dx2 + r˜2(x)(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (36)
Computing the Ricci tensor associated to this line element, one finds the following
relations:
Rt t(h) = Rxx(h)+
4
r˜
(r˜xx−Φxr˜x) (37)
Rθ θ (h) =
1
r˜2
[
1−Ar˜2x − r˜A
(
r˜xx + r˜x
{
Ax
A
+Φx
})]
. (38)
Given that the right-hand side of (31) implies that Rt t =Rxx, it follows that (r˜xx−Φxr˜x)=
0. This equation allows us to take Φ(x)→ 0 and r˜ → x, without loss of generality,
and write the line element (36) in the form
ds˜2 =−A(x)dt2 + 1
A(x)
dx2 + x2(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (39)
As a result, Rθ θ gets simplified as
Rθ θ (h) =
1
x2
(1−A− xAx) . (40)
It is now useful to insert the Ansatz
A(x) = 1− 2M(x)
x
, (41)
which in combination with the right-hand side of (31) leads to the general expression
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2Mx
x2
=
κ2√
|Ω | (LG +T−) . (42)
Given that we are dealing with a static, spherically symmetric space-time, the func-
tions appearing in the right-hand side of this equation are just functions of x (or of
r(x)). Therefore, by integrating this first-order equation, the geometry will be com-
pletely determined. In practice, however, one still needs to find the explicit relation
between the area functions r2(x) and x2, which is specified by Eq.(35). Recall, in
this sense, that r˜(x) ≡ x implies that x2 = Ω−r2 and that, in general, Ω− will be a
function of r. This point will become clear when we consider explicit examples.
In the examples that we will consider below, the functions Ω± depend on x via
r(x). For this reason, it is convenient to express Eq. (42) in terms of the derivative
with respect to r. This is immediate by just noting that x2 = Ω−r2 implies
dr
dx =
1
Ω 1/2−
[
1+ 12
Ω−,r
Ω−
] . (43)
The resulting expression for Mr is thus
Mr =
κ2Ω 1/2−
2Ω+
(LG +T−)r2
[
1+ r
2
Ω−,r
Ω−
]
. (44)
By integrating this equation, the space-time line element (defined by the metric gµν )
becomes
ds2 =−A(x)Ω+ dt
2 +
1
A(x)Ω+
dx2 + r2(x)(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (45)
In the next two sections we consider explicit examples that give concrete form to
the above formulas.
6 Solutions in Born-Infeld gravity.
Let us consider the coupling of the Born-Infeld gravity model to a spherically sym-
metric, static electric field defined by the action SM =− 116pi
∫
d4x
√−gFµνFµν , be-
ing Fµν the electromagnetic field strength tensor. For this matter source, the stress
energy tensor can be written as
Tµ ν =
q2
8pir4
(− ˆI2×2 ˆO
ˆO + ˆI2×2
)
, (46)
where q represents the electric charge. Inserting this expression in (20), one finds
that the components of Ω µ ν are just
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Ω± = 1∓ εκ
2q2
8pir4 . (47)
Now we make a specific choice for the parameter ε . Given that it has dimensions
of squared length, we take ε =−2l2ε , where lε represents some characteristic length
scale. The sign of ε and the factor 2 have been chosen in such a way that the resulting
solutions are identical to those found in the quadratic theory6
S = 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g[R+ l2ε (aR2 +RµνRµν )]− 116pi
∫
d4x
√−gFµνF µν . (48)
This is a curious property of the Born-Infeld and quadratic gravity theories that
occurs in four space-time dimensions with stress-energy tensors of the form (29).
With this choice, we can introduce a dimensionless variable z = r/rc such that r4c ≡
l2ε r2q , with r2q ≡ κ2q2/4pi , which turns (47) into
Ω± = 1± 1
z4
. (49)
We can now use Eq.(35), recalling that r˜ = x, to find that
r2 =
x2 +
√
x4 + 4r4c
2
. (50)
This relation puts forward that the area of the 2−spheres has a minimum of magni-
tud Ac = 4pir2c at x = 0. In other words, the sector r < rc is excluded from the range
of values of the area function A = 4pir2(x).
The mass function determined by Eq.(44) has a constant contribution and a term
that comes from integrating over the electric field. The constant piece is identified
with the Schwarzschild mass and will be denoted as M0. To simplify the analysis, it
is convenient to parametrize the mass function as follows:
M(r) = M0(1+ δ1G(z)) , (51)
where δ1 is a dimensionless constant and G(z) encodes the contribution of the elec-
tric field. Inserting this form of M(r) in (44), one finds
Gz =
1
z4
(1+ z4)√
z4− 1 , (52)
and
6 From an algebraic point of view, it is much easier to deal with the Born-Infeld model [94] than
with the above quadratic theory [61], though from an effective field theory approach it is easier to
motivate the latter. For this reason we analyzed the field equations of the Born-Infeld model but
restrict the discussion of solutions to those with more interest in the quadratic theory. We note that
the sign in front of l2ε in (48) has been chosen in such a way that cosmological models with perfect
fluids yield regular, bouncing solutions in both isotropic and anisotropic scenarios [117].
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Fig. 1 Representation of r(x) (solid curve), defined in (50), as a function of the radial coordinate
x in units of the scale rc. The dotted lines represent the function |x|.
δ1 =
r3c
2rSl2ε
=
1
2rS
√
r3q
lε
, (53)
where rS ≡ 2M0 denotes the Schwarzschild radius. The integration of Gz is imme-
diate and yields an infinite power series expansion of the form [61]
G(z) =− 1δc +
1
2
√
z4− 1[ f3/4(z)+ f7/4(z)] , (54)
where fλ (z) = 2F1[ 12 ,λ , 32 ,1− z4] is a hypergeometric function, and δc ≈ 0.572069
is a constant. Having obtained explicit solutions for r2(x) and G(z), the space-time
metric is completely specified.
6.1 Properties and interpretation of the solutions
One can verify from (52) that for z≫ 1, G(z)≈−1/z yields the expected Reissner-
Nordstro¨m solution of GR, with Ω± ≈ 1, r2(x)≈ x2, and
A(x)≈ 1− rS
r
+
r2q
2r2
+O
(
r4c
r4
)
. (55)
From this expression one readily verifies that the typical configurations in terms of
horizons found for Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes also arise here, at least when
the location of the horizon is much bigger than the scale rc [61]. This occurs, in
particular, when the charge-to-mass ratio δ1 is greater than δc. We will refer to these
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configurations as RN-like. When δ1 < δc, the solutions only have one horizon, like
the Scharzschild black hole (Schwarzschild-like from now on). In some sense, the
case δ1 < δc describes the limit in which the charge is much smaller than the mass.
When δ1 = δc, one finds a richer structure: depending on the number of charges,
one can have one horizon, like in Schwarzschild, or have no horizons. More details
on this will be given later.
It is apparent from (52) and (54) that the variable z≡ r/rc can not become smaller
than unity. This is consistent with (50) and tells us that something relevant occurs
at r = rc (or z = 1 or x = 0). Some information in this direction can already be ex-
tracted from the action that defines the theory. The fact that we are considering the
combination of gravity with an electric field without sources means that our the-
ory does not know about the existence of sources for the electric field. In GR, the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution is derived under similar assumptions, and one consid-
ers that the solution is only valid outside of the sources, which are supposed to be
somehow concentrated at the origin. This picture, however, is not completely satis-
factory, and a precise description of the sources is still an open question (see chapter
8 of [25] for details). In our case, the combination of a minimum area for the two-
spheres of the spherical sector together with the existence of an electric flux without
sources points towards the notions of geon [22] and wormhole [118] suggested by
J.A. Wheeler and C.W. Misner in the decade of 1950.
It is well-known that an electric field flowing through a hole in the topology
(wormhole) can generate a charge which, from all perspectives, acts exactly in the
same way as point charges. Wormholes are characterized by having a minimum
area, which defines their throat [119]. The Born-Infeld theory combined with a free
Maxwell field considered here, therefore, is yielding self-gravitating wormhole so-
lutions for which there is no need to consider additional sources [120].
One should now note that in the derivation of the field equations we used a ra-
dial variable x which was different from r(x). The reason for this is that r can only
be used as a coordinate in those intervals in which it is a monotonic function of
x [121], and r(x) has a minimum at the wormhole throat (x = 0). Consistency of
our model of gravity plus electric field without sources together with this behavior
in the radial function implies the existence of a wormhole, in such a way that the
range of x is the whole real line (from −∞ to +∞). The theory is thus describing
a spherically symmetric electric field which flows from one universe into another
through a wormhole located at x = 0 [120]. On one of the sides, the electric field
lines point in the direction of increasing area thus defining a positive charge. On the
other side, the electric field points into the direction of decreasing area, defining in
this way a negative charge. This type of configuration is similar to that envisioned
by Einstein and Rosen [122] when they used the Schwarzschild geometry to build
a geometric model of elementary particles. A clear advantage of our model is that
the wormhole structure arises naturally from the field equations and, therefore, one
needs not follow a cut-and-paste strategy gluing together two exterior Schwarzschild
geometries through the horizon to build the bridge that represents the particle in the
Einstein-Rosen model. Moreover, a simple electric field has been able to generate
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a wormhole. This contrasts with the typical situation in GR, where wormholes sup-
ported by electric fields (linear like Maxwell’s or nonlinear) are not possible [123],
being necessary exotic energy sources that violate the energy conditions [21, 119].
Having established the wormhole nature of our solutions, one should re-think the
meaning of the classification given above regarding event horizons. What we called
Schwarzschild-like actually represents a wormhole with one horizon located some-
where on the x > 0 side of the x−axis and another horizon symmetrical with this
one but on the x < 0 side. The RN-like configurations may have up to two horizons
on each side of the x−axis. In the case with δ1 = δc, depending on the amount of
electric charge (which is a measure of the intensity of the electric flux), we can have
Schwarzschild-like configurations (one horizon on each side of the axis), a case in
which the two horizons converge at x = 0, and a horizonless family of (traversable)
wormholes. This classification follows from a numerical study of the solutions of
the equation gtt =−A/Ω+ = 0 (see [61] for details).
An analytical discussion of the behavior near the wormhole throat is possible and
useful. In fact, defining the number of charges as Nq = q/e, where e is the proton
charge, we have
lim
r→rc
gtt ≈ lP2lε
Nq
Nc
[
− (δ1− δc)2δ1δc
√
rc
r− rc +
(
1− lεlP
Nc
Nq
)
+O
(√
r− rc
)]
, (56)
where, for convenience, we have introduced the Planck length lP =
√
h¯G/c3 and
Nc ≡
√
2/αem ≈ 16.55, with αem representing the electromagnetic fine structure
constant. This expression puts forward that the metric is finite at r = rc only for
δ1 = δc, diverging otherwise. By direct computation one can verify that curvature
scalars generically diverge at r = rc except for those solutions with δ1 = δc, where
constant scalars are obtained. For this regular case, Eq. (56) also shows that the
wormhole is hidden behind an event horizon if the sign of
(
1− lεlP
Nc
Nq
)
is positive,
because then gtt > 0 near the throat.
If we take lε = lP, i.e., if the characteristic length scale of the gravity sector coin-
cides with the Planck scale, then the event horizon for the regular solutions exists if
Nq > Nc. For smaller values of the charge, Nq ≤ 16.55, the horizon disappears and
we are left with a regular horizonless object which could be interpreted as a black
hole remnant. The existence of this type of solutions is interesting for theoretical as
well as for astrophysical reasons. Theoretically, the existence of regular remnants
could have important implications for the quantum information loss in the process
of black hole evaporation [124]. From an astrophysical perspective, the existence of
remnants could justify the lack of observational evidence for black hole explosions.
Moreover, solutions of this type could contribute to the so-called dark matter in the
form of very massive neutral atoms [120]. In fact, from the charge-to-mass con-
straint δ1 = δc, one finds that the mass of these solutions is completely determined
by their electric charge according to the formula
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M0 = nBImP
(
Nq
Nc
)3/2( lP
lε
)1/2
, (57)
where nBI = pi3/2/(3Γ [3/4]2) ≈ 1.23605 is a number that also arises in the deter-
mination of the total electrostatic energy of a point charge in the Born-Infeld theory
of electrodynamics7 (formulated in flat Minkowski space-time). With the mass for-
mula (57), one can verify that Hawking’s original predictions regarding the mass and
charge spectrum of primordial black holes [125] formed in the early universe are in
consonance with our results. He found that collapsed objects of order the Planck
mass and above and with up to ±30 electron charges could have been formed by
large density fluctuations. It is typically argued that the existence of a quantum in-
stability due to the horizon would make the lightest primordial black holes decay
and evaporate. With the above explicit results, it is apparent that new mechanisms
could lead to the formation of stable remnants which could survive until our times.
As a curiosity, from (57) one also finds that a solar mass black hole (with ∼ 1057
protons) of this type would require only Nq ∼ 3× 1026 charges (or ∼ 484 moles) to
make the metric and all curvature scalars regular at the origin. Moreover, the exter-
nal horizon of such an object would almost coincide with the Schwarzschild radius
predicted by GR, making these objects astrophysically identical to those found in
GR. This amount of charge certainly allows us to get rid of a number of important
problems at a very low price. However, one should recall that (57) is only strictly
valid for the δ1 = δc configuration, which suggests that only fine tuned configura-
tions would be satisfactory. This raises a natural question: given that for δ1 = δc the
geometry is completely regular and that infinitesimal deviations from this relation
imply the development of curvature divergences and infinities in the metric, what
happens to geodesics? In the δ1 = δc case we expect geodesics to be complete, as
there is no reason to expect any pathological behavior that limits their extendibility
at or near the wormhole throat. What happens to them when δ1 6= δc? Answering
this question will provide us with useful information on the relation between cur-
vature divergences and the existence of observers. In other words, this model offers
us a good opportunity to better understand the correlation existing in GR between
curvature divergences and geodesic incompleteness. We will resume this discussion
later on, when we consider the geodesic equation in Sec. 8.
7 In fact, using a notation similar to ours, in the Born-Infeld electromagnetic theory , whose La-
grangian is LBI = β 2
(√−|ηµν +β−1Fµν |−√−|ηµν |), one finds that the total electrostatic en-
ergy of a point particle is EBI =
√
2nBImPc2
(
Nq
Nc
)3/2 ( lP
lβ
)1/2
, where l2β ≡ (4pi/κ2cβ 2) is a length
scale associated to the β parameter of the theory.
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7 Solutions in f (R) = R−λR2.
In Sec. 4 we discussed the field equations of the Palatini version of f (R) theories.
Now we would like to find nontrivial black hole solutions and study their prop-
erties to see how their geodesic structure compares with that provided by GR. A
natural procedure would be to consider the coupling of an electric field as we did
in the previous section in the case of Born-Infeld gravity. However, given that the
stress-energy tensor of Maxwell’s electrodynamics is traceless and that the modified
dynamics of Palatini f (R) theories depends crucially on nonlinear functions of this
trace, we find that electrovacuum solutions in these theories are identical to those
found in GR with a cosmological constant. Thus, in order to explore new physics,
we need to consider matter sources whose stress-energy tensor has a non-zero trace.
To proceed, we consider a generic anisotropic fluid with stress-energy tensor of
the form [98, 95]
Tµ ν =


−ρ 0 0 0
0 Pr 0 0
0 0 Pθ 0
0 0 0 Pϕ

 (58)
and set Pr = −ρ and Pθ = Pϕ = K(ρ), where K(ρ) is some function of the fluid
density, such that our fluid has the same structure as the generic stress-energy tensor
considered in Sec. 5
Tµ ν = diag[−ρ ,−ρ ,K(ρ),K(ρ)] . (59)
It is worth noting that this structure of the stress-energy tensor allows us to see
it as corresponding to a non-linear theory of electrodynamics [126]. In fact, for a
theory where the electromagnetic Lagrangian goes from X = − 12 FµνFµν to ϕ(X),
the stress-energy tensor becomes
Tµ ν =
1
8pi diag[ϕ− 2XϕX ,ϕ− 2XϕX ,ϕ ,ϕ ] . (60)
We can thus establish the correspondences−8piρ = (ϕ−2XϕX) and K(ρ) = ϕ(X),
which allow to solve for ϕ(X) once a function K(ρ) is specified.
Considering the fluid representation, the conservation equation ∇µT µ ν = 0 for
a line element of the form ds2 = −C(x)dt2 +B−1(x)dx2 + r2(x)(dθ 2 + sin2 θdϕ2)
leads to the relation ρx + 2[ρ +K(ρ)]rx/r = 0. This expression can be readily inte-
grated to obtain a formal relation between ρ(x) and r(x) given by
r2(x) = r20 exp
[
−
∫ ρ dρ˜
ρ˜ +K(ρ˜)
]
, (61)
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where r0 is an integration constant with dimensions of length. In order to simplify
our discussion, we shall restrict ourselves to the case K(ρ) = αρ +β ρ2, where α
is a dimensionless constant and β has dimensions of inverse density. This example
yields analytical solutions and covers a number of interesting cases. In particular,
one finds that the relation between ρ(x) and r(x) turns into
ρ(r) = (1+α)ρ0(
r
r0
)2(1+α)
−β ρ0
. (62)
One readily verifies that when α = 1 and β = 0, this fluid has the same stress-energy
tensor as the Maxwell electric field (46), with ρ0r40 = q2/8pi . The inclusion of the
parameters α and β allows to generate a non-zero trace in the stress energy tensor.
The case with β = 0 and 0<α < 1 was studied in detail in [126]. Here we shall take
α = 1 and focus on the case β < 0 (a more exhaustive discussion will be presented
elsewhere [127]). This family of models rapidly recovers the usual RN solution
away from the center but regularizes the energy density, which is everywhere finite
and bounded above by ρm = (1+α)|β | . We note that the effect of the parameter β > 0 is
to shift the location of the divergence in the density from r = 0 to (|β |ρ0)1/(2+2α)r0.
With our choice of negative β , we regularize the divergence of the matter sector.
To proceed, we set α = 1, β = − ˜β/ρ0, and introduce a dimensionless variable
z4 = r4/ ˜βr40 , in such a way that the density is now given by
ρ = ρm
1+ z4
. (63)
Using the trace equation (16) and the quadratic model f = R−λR2, one readily
finds that R = −κ2T , which is the same linear relation as in GR (this is just an
accident of the quadratic model in four dimensions). We thus find that the function
fR takes the simple form
fR = 1− γ
(1+ z4)2
, (64)
where γ ≡ ρm/ρλ and ρλ ≡ 1/8κ2λ .
Following the same approach as in the Born-Infeld gravity theory studied above,
we find that parametrizing the mass function as M(r) = M0(1+ δ1G(z)) leads to
Gz =
z2
(1+ z4) f 3/2
R
(
1− γ
(1+ z4)3
)(
1− γ(1− 3z
4)
(1+ z4)3
)
(65)
δ1 ≡ κ
2ρm(r0 ˜β 14 )3
rS
(66)
The function G(z) can be obtained easily in terms of power series expansions and
the solutions are classified in two types, depending on the value of the parameter γ .
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If γ > 1 then z is bounded from below, z≥ zc, with z4c = γ1/2−1 representing the lo-
cation where fR = 0. At that point, the function Gz diverges, as can be easily under-
stood from the expression (65), which has a term f 3/2
R
in the denominator. The lower
bound on z signals the presence of a wormhole, in much the same way as we already
observed in the case of Born-Infeld gravity. This is confirmed by the relation be-
tween the radial functions x and z given by x2 = fRz2, which is plotted in Fig.2. Hav-
ing this wormhole structure in mind, one finds that near zc we have fR ≈ 8z
3
c
1+z4c
(z−zc)
and Gz≈C/(z−zc)3/2, with C > 0 a constant (whose explicit form can be computed
but is not necessary). This leads to limz→zc G(z)≈−2C/
√
z− zc.
Fig. 2 Representation of z(x) (solid curve) as a function of the radial coordinate x (in units of the
scale rc = | ˜β |1/4r0) for different values of the parameter γ . The solid (red) curve corresponds to
γ = 1.1, the dashed (orange) curve is γ = 1.5, and γ = 2 is the dotted (green) one.
It is obvious that for 0 < γ < 1 there are no real solutions for zc. One finds
that for that case, and also for γ = 1, the range of z is comprised between 0 and
∞, which implies that there is no wormhole, Gz is finite everywhere, and G(z)
tends to a constant as z → 0. In fact, near z = 0 we can approximate G(z) ≈
− 1
δ (γ)c
+(1− γ)1/2z3/3+ (7γ−1)√1−γ z7/7+O(z11), where δ
(γ)
c is a constant. The case
γ = 1 admits an analytical solution in terms of special functions and its series expan-
sion must be considered separately, yielding G(z)≈−1/δ (1)c + 9z55√2 −
13z9
4
√
2 +O(z
13).
One can easily verify that for z ≫ 1 (65) rapidly converges to the GR prediction
Gz ≈ 1/z2 regardless of the value of γ .
Let us now discuss the geometry near the center in the two cases distinguished
above in terms of γ . Consider first the wormhole case, γ > 1, for which limz→zc fR ≈
8z3c
1+z4c
(z− zc) and limz→zc G(z)≈−2C/
√
z− zc. The area of the two spheres is deter-
mined by solving the relation x2 = fRr2. Denoting r = zrc, x = x˜rc, and rc = r0 ˜β 1/4,
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one finds
x˜≈
√
8z5c
1+ z4c
(z− zc)1/2 , (67)
which leads to
r2(x)≈ r2c z2c +
(1+ z4c)
4z4c
x2 . (68)
This relation puts forward that the physical 2−spheres have a minimum area at
x = 0, thus signaling the presence of a wormhole, as already advanced above. The
gtt component of the metric can be written as
gtt =− 1fR
(
1− rS(1+ δ1G(z))
x
)
≈−
˜C
(z− zc)2 , (69)
where ˜C is a positive constant whose explicit form is not relevant. It is clear that for
this type of solutions the metric diverges at z = zc. One can also verify that curva-
ture scalars generically diverge on that surface. We note that the properties of the
solutions with γ > 1 are shared by all those models in which fR has a simple pole
at z = zc. One can easily verify that if fR = b0(z− zc), then the two spheres satisfy a
relation like (68) and the metric has a quadratic divergence at zc.
When 0 < γ ≤ 1, the properties of the solutions largely depart from those ob-
served in the case of having a pole in fR . Given that the function fR does not
vanish in this case, we find that near the center x˜≈√1− γ z. The gtt component of
the metric then becomes
gtt ≈− 1
(1− γ)
(
1− rS(δ
(γ)
c − δ1)
rcδ (γ)c
√
1− γ z
− rSδ1
2rc
z2 . . .
)
. (70)
This indicates that for the choice δ1 = δ (γ)1 , the metric is regular everywhere. Cur-
vature scalars, however, do have divergences. For γ = 1, the above expression must
be replaced by
gtt ≈ rS2rc
√
2z7
− 1
2z4
+O(z−3) . (71)
We note that the case γ → 0 yields the limit in which this anistropic fluid is coupled
to GR. One can verify that the behavior of the solutions with 0 < γ ≤ 1 near the
origin is similar to that of models of nonlinear electrodynamics coupled to GR [128,
129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142].
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8 Geodesics.
The modified gravitational dynamics generated by the models considered in the
previous sections has an impact on the space-time metric gµν and, consequently, on
its associated geodesics. Since we are interested in determining whether the space-
times derived above are geodesically complete or not, in this section we solve the
geodesic equation and explore their behavior in those regions where GR typically
yields incomplete paths.
The geodesics of a given connection Γ µαβ are determined by the equation
d2xµ
dλ 2 +Γ
µ
αβ
dxα
dλ
dxβ
dλ = 0 . (72)
Here we will focus on the geodesics of the metric gµν , which are the ones that
matter fields can see according to the Einstein equivalence principle. We thus take
Γ µαβ as defined in (2). In order to solve these equations, we introduce a Hamiltonian
approach that simplifies the analysis. To proceed, we first note that (72) can be
derived from an action of the form [143]
S = 1
2
∫
dλ gµν
dxµ
dλ
dxν
dλ , (73)
which for a line element like ds2 =−C(x)dt2 +B−1(x)dx2 + r2(x)dΩ 2 becomes
S = 1
2
∫
dλ
[
−C(x)t˙2 + 1
B(x)
x˙2 + r2(x) ˙θ 2 + r2(x)sin2 θϕ˙2
]
. (74)
From this representation, one easily verifies that the momenta associated to the vari-
ables (t,x,θ ,ϕ) are
Pt = −∂L∂ t˙ = t˙C(x) (75)
Px =
∂L
∂ x˙ = x˙/B(x) (76)
Pθ =
∂L
∂ ˙θ = r
2(x) ˙θ (77)
Pϕ =
∂L
∂ ϕ˙ = r
2(x)sin2 θϕ˙ . (78)
With these momenta one finds that the Hamiltonian H =−Pt t˙+Pxx˙+Pθ ˙θ +Pϕ ϕ˙−L
coincides with the Lagrangian (due to the absence of potential terms) and can be
written as
H =
1
2
gµν(x)PµPν . (79)
The geodesic equations can thus be written as
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x˙µ =
∂H
∂Pµ
= gµνPν (80)
˙Pµ = − ∂H∂xµ =−
1
2
(∂µ gαβ )Pα Pβ (81)
From these equations one readily sees that Pt and Pϕ are constants of the motion, as
˙Pt = 0 = ˙Pϕ . These equations also imply that dH/dλ = 0, showing that H is another
conserved quantity. We thus have
Pt =
(
dt
dλ
)
C(x) = E (82)
Pϕ =
(
dϕ
dλ
)
r2(x)sin2 θ = L (83)
2H = − P
2
t
C(x)
+B(x)P2x +
P2θ
r2(x)
+
P2ϕ
r2(x)sin2 θ
=− E
2
C(x)
+
x˙2
B(x)
+
L2
r2
, (84)
where in the last equality we have set θ = pi/2 without loss of generality (because
the motion takes place on a plane). When H 6= 0, a constant rescaling of the affine
parameter λ → λ/
√
|2H| makes it clear that only the sign of H is physically rele-
vant. This sign allows to classify the geodesics in three families: those with H > 0
(space-like), those with H < 0 (time-like), and those with H = 0 (null), which clar-
ifies the meaning of this conserved quantity. Denoting k ≡ 2H (with k = 1,0,−1
corresponding to spatial, null, and time-like geodesics, respectively), Eq. (84) can
be recast as
C(x)
B(x)
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2−C(x)
(
L2
r2(x)
− k
)
, (85)
which will be used to study the range of λ in different scenarios.
8.1 Geodesics in GR
Let us consider the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstro¨m solutions of GR, whose
line element takes the form
ds2 =−C(r)2dt2 + 1
C(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ 2 , (86)
with C(r) = 1− rS
r
+
r2q
2r2 , rS = 2GM0/c
2
, r2q = κ
2q2/4pi (for Schwarzschild, r2q = 0),
and κ2 = 8piG/c4. Given that here C(r) = B(r), we find that (85) turns into
(
dr
dλ
)2
= E2−C(r)
(
L2
r2
− k
)
. (87)
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This equation has the same structure as that of a particle with energy E = E2 in
an effective one-dimensional potential of the form Ve f f (r) = C(r)
(
L2
r2
− k
)
, which
facilitates its interpretation.
Let us consider first the uncharged (Schwarzschild) case. In this scenario, the
function C(r) becomes negative inside the horizon. As a result, the effective poten-
tial becomes an infinitely attractive well of the form Ve f f ≈ − rSr
(
L2
r2
− k
)
, and the
causal structure is such that all observers and light rays are forced to move in the
direction of decreasing r as time goes by. This can be seen straightforwardly by just
writing the line element (86) in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
ds2 =−C(r)2dv2 + 2dvdr+ r2dΩ 2 , (88)
where dv = dt + dr/C(r) now plays the role of time coordinate. Inside the event
horizon, where A(r)< 0, we see that
− 2dvdr =−C(r)2dv2− ds2 + r2dΩ 2 (89)
implies that as time goes by (dv > 0) we must have dr < 0 for time-like and null tra-
jectories (ds2 ≤ 0). Thus, regardless of their point of origin, all physical observers
and light rays will sooner or later end up at r = 0. The precise evolution of the
affine parameter near the center is determined by dr/dλ ≈−√rS/r for radial time-
like geodesics (L = 0) and by dr/dλ ≈−
√
rSL2/r3 for timelike and null geodesics
with L 6= 0. By integrating these expressions, we find λ (r) = λ0− 23
√
r3/rS and
λ (r) = λ0− 25
√
r5/rSL2, respectively, where λ0 represents the value of the affine
parameter at r = 0. Given that the affine parameter cannot be extended beyond the
center, these geodesics are incomplete in the future. A similar analysis can be car-
ried out in the white hole region of the Schwarzschild geometry, where all geodesics
are outgoing (dr > 0 with growing time). In that case, geodesics are incomplete in
the past, i.e., they cannot be extended into λ →−∞. This space-time, therefore, can
be regarded as singular.
In the Reissner-Nordstro¨m case, the situation is quite different from Schwazschild.
As one approaches the center, the charge term dominates and C(r)∼ r
2
q
2r2 > 0 implies
that for time-like observers (k = −1) dr/dλ in (87) must vanish at some point be-
fore reaching r = 0 regardless of the value of L. These observers, therefore, bounce
before reaching the center due to the presence of an infinite potential barrier and
continue their trip in the direction of growing r, having the possibility of getting
into new asymptotically flat regions if horizons are present. Something similar hap-
pens also to light rays (k = 0) with nonzero angular momentum L. However, for
radial null geodesics (k = 0 and L = 0), we find r(λ ) = ±E(λ − λ0), where the
minus sign represents ingoing rays and the plus sign outgoing rays. Ingoing rays
cannot be extended beyond λ = λ0, whereas outgoing rays are created at some fi-
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nite λ . Thus, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry is incomplete as far as radial null
geodesics are concerned.
8.2 Geodesics in Born-Infeld gravity
From our discussion of the spherically symmetric charged solutions found in Sec.
6 for the Born-Infeld theory, it is clear that geodesics in that space-time are essen-
tially the same as in GR as soon as one moves a few rc units away from the central
wormhole [19]. In fact, in Fig. 1 one can readily see that r(x) ≈ x as soon as one
reaches |x| ≈ 2rc. The gtt component of the metric also converges quickly to the GR
prediction, as shown in (55), with corrections that decay rapidly as ∼ (rc/r)4. We
thus only need to focus on the behavior of geodesics near the wormhole to explore
the impact of curvature divergences on their completeness. Recall, in this sense, that
the different metric solutions could be classified according to whether the charge-
to-mass ratio δ1, defined in (53), was smaller, equal, or larger than the characteristic
value δc ≈ 0.572069 that arises in the electric field contribution to the mass func-
tion of Eq.(54). The case δ1 = δc was completely regular (no metric or curvature
divergences [61]), whereas δ1 < δc (Schwarzschild-like) and δ1 > δc (RN-like) had
divergences at the wormhole throat, x = 0 (or r = rc or z = 1).
Using the identifications C(x) = A(x)/Ω+ and B(x) = A(x)Ω+ together with the
expression for r2(x) found in (50), Eq. (85) turns into
1
Ω 2+
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2− A(x)Ω+
(
L2
r2(x)
− k
)
. (90)
For radial null geodesics (L= 0, k= 0), which are incomplete in both the Schwarzschild
and RN solutions of GR, the above equation becomes independent of the function
A(x) and an exact solution can be found analytically. Using Eq. (50), one finds that
dx/dr = ±Ω+/Ω 1/2− , with the minus sign corresponding to x ≤ 0. This turns (91)
into
1
Ω−
(
dr
dλ
)2
= E2 , (91)
which can be integrated to obtain
±E ·λ (x) =


2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ; r
4
c
r4
]r x≥ 0
2x0− 2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ; r
4
c
r4
]r x≤ 0
, (92)
where 2F1[a,b,c;y] is a hypergeometric function, x0 = 2F1[− 14 , 12 , 34 ;1]=
√
piΓ [3/4]
Γ [1/4] ≈
0.59907, and the ± sign corresponds to outgoing/ingoing null rays in the x > 0 re-
gion. It should be noted that given that dr/dλ is a continuous function, the solution
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(92) is unique. One can easily verify that as x → ∞ the series expansion of (92)
yields ±Eλ (x) ≈ r+O(r−3) ≈ x and naturally recovers the GR behavior for large
radii (see Fig.3). As x →−∞, we get ±Eλ (x) ≈ x+ 2x0, which also recovers the
linear behavior of GR but shifted by a (negligible) constant factor.
Fig. 3 Affine parameter λ (x) as a function of the radial coordinate x for radial null geodesics
(outgoing in x > 0). In the GR case (green dashed curve in the upper right quadrant), λ = x is
only defined for x ≥ 0. For radial null geodesics in our wormhole spacetime (solid red curve),
λ (x) interpolates between the GR prediction and a shifted straight line λ (x) ≈ x+2x0, with x0 ≈
0.59907. In this plot E = 1 and the horizontal axis is measured in units of rc.
Given that the radial coordinate x can naturally take negative values due to the
wormhole structure, it follows that the affine parameter for radial null geodesics can
be extended over the whole real line. As a result, these geodesics are complete. This
was expected for the regular case with δ1 = δc, for which the metric and all curvature
scalars are finite everywhere, but was not obvious a priori for the other cases. Re-
markably, the fact that this result is independent of the details of the function A(x),
which contains the information about δ1, confirms that radial null geodesics are
complete for all our solutions. This puts forward that a space-time can be geodesi-
cally complete even when there exist divergences in the metric and/or in curvature
scalars. The wormhole has thus crucially contributed to allow the extendibility of
the most critical geodesics of GR.
For nonradial and/or time-like geodesics, the discussion must take into account
whether the geometry is Schwarzschild-like or RN-like. Considering the limit x→ 0,
Eq.(91) turns into
1
4
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2−Ve f f (x) (93)
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Ve f f (x) ≈ − a|x| − b , (94)
with a =
(
κ + L
2
r2c
)
(δc−δ1)
2δcδ2 , b =
(
κ + L
2
r2c
)
(δ1−δ2)
2δ2 , and δ2 ≡ δ1
Nc
Nq
lε
lP . From the above
expression it is easy to see that in the RN-like configuration the coefficient a is
negative, thus implying that the right-hand side of (93) must vanish at some point
before reaching the wormhole. The situation is thus analogous to that already ob-
served in the case of GR, with L 6= 0 geodesics bouncing before reaching the center
(or the wormhole in our case). In the Schwarzschild-like configurations, the effec-
tive potential represents an infinite attractive well with the possibility of having a
maximum before reaching the throat. As a consequence, all geodesics with energy
above that maximum hit the wormhole (see [19] for more details). Using (93) and
(94), one finds that the affine parameter behaves as
λ (x)≈ λ0± x3
∣∣∣ x
a
∣∣∣ 12 (1− 3(b+E2)10
∣∣∣ x
a
∣∣∣) . (95)
This solution (which is unique) guarantees the extendibility of the affine parame-
ter accross x = 0. Therefore, all time-like and null geodesics in these space-times
are complete regardless of the existence of curvature divergences at the wormhole
throat.
8.3 Geodesics in f (R) gravity
In the f (R) case, our general approach for the description of geodesics leads to the
following equation
1
f 2
R
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2− A(x)fR
(
L2
r2(x)
− k
)
. (96)
Let us consider first the case with 0 < γ < 1, for which there is no wormhole struc-
ture. In these cases, as x→ 0 we find fR ≈ (1− γ), r(x)≈ x/
√
1− γ, and
A(z)≈ 1− rS(δ
(γ)
c − δ1)
rcδ (γ)c
√
1− γ z
− rSδ1
2rc
z2 + . . . (97)
With this, near the center (96) can be written as
(
dr
dλ
)2
= ˜E2−A(r)
(
L2
r2
− k
)
, (98)
with ˜E2 = (1− γ)E2. The discussion now proceeds in much the same way as in
models of non-linear electrodynamics coupled to GR. One can find configurations
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for which the metric is regular at the origin, δ (γ)c = δ1, and others with divergences,
δ (γ)c 6= δ1. A detailed discussion of geodesics in such configurations will be pro-
vided elsewhere [127]. The key point to note here is that the absence of a wormhole
implies that radial null geodesics,
( dr
dλ
)2
= ˜E2, always reach r = 0 in a finite proper
time with no possibility of extension beyond that point. Thus, similarly as in the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m case of GR, such solutions can be regarded as singular.
Let us now consider the case with γ > 1, for which there is a wormhole. From
previous results, we know that as the wormhole is approached, we have A(x) ≈
˜C/(z− zc) and fR ≈ 8z
3
c
1+z4c
(z− zc), which implies that the right-hand side of (96)
must vanish at some z > zc if L 6= 0 or k =−1 (time-like observers). This means that
such geodesics never reach the wormhole throat, which is similar to what we already
observed in the case of Reissner-Nordstro¨m in GR, where time-like observers and
L 6= 0 geodesics never reach the center. If we consider radial null geodesics, (96)
turns into
1
f 2
R
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2 . (99)
Far from the wormhole fR → 1 and this recovers the standard behavior r ≈ x ≈
±E(λ −λ0), with the +/− sign corresponding to outgoing/ingoing rays. Now, near
the wormhole, we can use the relation r2 fR = x2 and the fact that r → rc as x→ 0
to write (99) as
r4c
x4
(
dx
dλ
)2
= E2 , (100)
which leads to
− 1
x
=± E
r2c
(λ −λ0) . (101)
From this it follows that as x→ 0, λ →−∞ for outgoing rays, while for ingoing rays
λ → +∞. Stated in words, ingoing rays which started their trip from x → +∞ and
λ →−∞ approach the wormhole at x→ 0 as λ →+∞, whereas outgoing rays which
started their trip near the wormhole at λ →−∞ propagate to infinity as λ → +∞.
Thus, all time-like and null geodesics in these configurations (γ > 1) are complete.
Curvature divergences, which arise at the wormhole throat, cannot be reached in
a finite affine parameter and, therefore, do not belong to the physically accessible
region. These solutions are nonsingular even though one can never go through the
wormhole. If one considers the region x < 0, identical conclusions are obtained.
9 Summary and conclusions
In these Lectures we have studied the classical problem of black hole singulari-
ties from a four dimensional geometric perspective. Motivated by the fact that GR
predicts the existence of singularities in simple static, spherically symmetric con-
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figurations, we have considered extensions of the theory to test the robustness of
this disturbing result. In our study we have not followed the traditional approach of
implicitly assuming that the space-time geometry is Riemannian. Rather, we have
emphasized that the type of geometry associated with the gravitational interaction
is an empirical question that must be settled by experiments, not imposed by con-
vention or tradition. Whether the geometry is Riemannian or not is as fundamental
a question as the number of space-time dimensions or the existence of supersym-
metry, which are aspects that have received much attention in the last years.
We have thus considered a metric-affine geometrical framework for the formula-
tion of our extensions of GR, with the additional simplification of setting torsion to
zero (Palatini approach [43, 40]). This choice is justified on simplicity grounds, as a
first step in the exploration of new gravitational physics. The inclusion of fermionic
matter, whose spin sources the torsion, would require a detailed treatment beyond
the Palatini approach.
An unusual property of the gravity theories considered here, as compared to
the more standard metric or Riemannian approach, is that their modified dynam-
ics arises as a result of nonlinearities generated by the matter fields rather than by
the emergence of new dynamical degrees of freedom. In fact, the field equations of
f (R) theories, the Born-Infeld model, or any Lagrangian which is just a function of
the inverse metric and the Ricci tensor a` la Palatini admit a generic representation
that exactly recovers the equations of GR (with an effective cosmological constant)
in vacuum when the matter fields are absent [42, 113, 115, 144]. This means that
generically these theories neither exhibit ghosts nor massive gravitons. These prop-
erties together with the second-order character of the field equations should be re-
garded as general characteristics of the metric-affine formulation.
In our opinion, the most remarkable aspect of the theories presented here is that
they do what they were expected to do in a simple and clean manner. They were
conceived as extensions of GR which could bring new relevant physics at high ener-
gies, and they yield solutions which are in agreement with GR almost everywhere,
except in regions of very high energy density. The modifications that they introduce
are such that black hole centers acquire a nontrivial structure that allows to pre-
serve the completeness of geodesics. In the Born-Infeld type model, geodesics can
go through the central wormhole, whereas in the f (R) case, the wormhole (when it
exists) lies beyond the reach of the geodesics.
Following the standard definition of space-time singularities given in the special-
ized literature and main text books on gravitation [9, 10, 11, 12], we have concluded
that the solutions containing wormholes are nonsingular because they are geodesi-
cally complete. And this is so despite the appearance of curvature divergences at
the wormhole throat. One should note, however, that there exists a widespread ten-
dency in the literature to simplify the complex notion of space-time singularity and
associate the divergence of certain quantities (such as curvature scalars or tensor
components) with its definition. This tendency can be partly justified by the strong
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correlation existing between the occurrence of divergences and the incompleteness
of some geodesics. Somehow, one tends intuitively to associate divergences with
geodesic incompleteness as if the former were the cause/reason for the latter [8].
We have shown here with several explicit examples that black hole space-times can
be geodesically complete and at the same time have curvature divergences, thus
breaking the correlation typically found in GR.
Divergences in curvature tensors/scalars are obviously associated with strong
tidal forces. The effects of such forces have been investigated in the literature by
means of geodesic congruences in an attempt to classify the strength of singular-
ities [145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151]. In that context, extended physical ob-
jects are represented as congruences of geodesics, and the evolution of their relative
distance as curvature divergences are approached provides information about their
fate. Those methods have been applied in the general charged solutions of the Born-
Infeld model studied here finding that the different parts of a body that goes through
the wormhole never lose causal contact among them despite the existence of infi-
nite accelerations at the throat [152]. This offers a new view on the problem which
should be further investigated to better understand if curvature divergences possess
any destructive power. We would like to emphasize that though in the Born-Infeld
model physical observers do interact with the curvature divergence as the wormhole
is crossed, in the f (R) case, the divergence is never reached in a finite affine dis-
tance. Therefore, the f (R) model is free from the potential drawbacks of directly
interacting with a curvature divergence, as it lies beyond the physically accessible
space-time.
Though much research is still needed to better understand gravitational and
non-gravitational physics in metric-affine spaces, the point is that two analytically
tractable toy models with nontrivial results about black holes are already available.
Before concluding, we must note that our approach has assumed that particles
and observers can be viewed as structureless entities (geodesics), whereas phys-
ical measurements are carried out by means of probes with wave-like properties
because matter fields are of a quantum nature. One should thus study the propaga-
tion of waves in these space-times to see how they behave and interact with regions
of intense gravitational fields such as wormhole throats, where curvature scalars
typically diverge. A first analysis in this direction was carried out in [93], where
the scattering of scalar waves in horizonless (naked) configurations was considered.
Despite the infinite potential barrier that curvature divergences generate, one veri-
fies that the propagation through the wormhole is smooth and that transmission and
reflection coefficients can be computed numerically and contrasted with analytical
estimates, yielding good agreement. These results, therefore, give further support to
the absence of singularities in these geometries.
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